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blessings of peace on the world. This has been and is being
done by enlarging the sphere of national and international
activities, The latest device to achieve this end is the esta-
blishment of the League of Nations which has, having regard
to its infancy and limitations, proved successful and, there-
fore, powerful in settling disputes. In this sphere federalism
has decidedly been the precursor of the League and federa-
lists the ambassadors of peace.
Discussing the comparative merits and demerits of
federalism Prof. Dicey says, "Federalism, lastly, creates
divided allegiance. This is the most serious and the most
inevitable of the weaknesses attaching to a form of govern-
ment under which loyalty to a citizen's native state may
conflict with his loyalty to the whole federated nation."*
He has cited the two cases of the Swiss Sonderbund and the
American Secession.f But the same can with equal force be
said of quelling any internal disturbance in which a soldier
is asked to open fire on the leader of a movement which
may have the soldier's own sympathy. Was not the same
problem present before the executioner of Charles I ? Do
not soldiers have to kill their own relatives and sometimes
their near and dear ones ? In all cases of civil wars similar
problems confront people even in all unitary governments.
Just as we have sometimes to sacrifice our personal interests
to safeguard the broad interests of the nation so we should
not regret placing national interests before local or provin-
cial interests.
Federalism has enabled the French of Lower Canada,
with their own language, customs, religion and culture, to
live in peace and amity with the English of Upper Canada.
The French, according to Prof. Dicey, would have found
it more difficult to maintain their French character if they
had gone out of the Dominion and become a part of the
* ' Law of the Constitution.'   Introduction, p. LXXVIII,
t Ibid. p. LXXIX.

